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ABSTRACT: The emulsion copolymerization of butadiene with styrene is an example of 
a commercial process whose selectivity and specificity may be highly improved by technological 
means feasible now through modelling and simulation, although the basic chemical reactions 
are neither selective nor specific. To obtain optimum properties of the final rubber, optimum 
chemical composition is necessary; but since the composition changes during the copolymeriza
tion with the conversion of monomers, the resulting copolymer has a heterogeneous chemical 
composition. This is one of the obstacles to effecting the high-conversion copolymerization. 
Simulation of the copolymerization under dosing of the more reactive monomer, i. e., butadiene 
has shown that an improvement in the chemical homogeneity of the copolymer by 17 times at the 
conversion of 98 % is feasible. A mathematical model accounting for all important effects in 
the emulsion copolymerization was developed; the most plausible parameters of the model 
were evaluated by starting from published data; and the simulation was performed by means 
of programs developed in Fortran for the ICL 2903 computer. 
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The importance of selectivity and specificity in 
chemical reactions as an effective means for opti
mum utilizing of natural resources and for coping 
with the pollution problem has become quite 
evident. This was the first topic of the XXVIth 
IUPAC Congress held in Tokyo in 1977. For 
the improvement of the existing large-scale com
mercial processes, which cannot be immediately 
replaced by totally new ones, investigations of 
the processes are still necessary. 

although the basic chemical reactions remain 
neither selective nor specific. 

The butadiene-styrene rubber comprises an 
important part of the total synthetic polymer 
production. The emulsion copolymerization of 
butadiene with styrene is an example of a com
mercial process whose selectivity and specificity 
may be highly improved by technological means, 
feasible now due to modelling and simulation, 

* Presented to the XXVIth IUPAC Congress in 
Tokyo, September 8, 1977, code SE! 03'. 

In order to achieve the optimum properties of 
the butadiene-styrene rubber, optimum chemical 
composition, optimum molecular weight distribu
tion, and minimum branching and cross-linking of 
the copolymer are necessary. 1- 6 All the param
eters change with the conversion of monomers, 
since the chemical reactions during the emulsion 
copolymerization are neither specific in respect to 
the chemical composition nor to the size and shape 
of the resulting macromolecules. This is one of the 
obstacles in effecting the high-conversion copoly
merization. The first problem we tried to solve 
was the homogeneity of copolymer chemical com
position. The approach applied to the solution 
of this problem seems useful in solving other pro
blems. Thus some of the solutions stated below 
may prove applicable to other copolymerizations. 
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THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE 
COPOLYMER CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 

AND ITS BACKGROUND 

The New Copolymerization Equation 
The model is based on the well-known equation1 

_d_[mi)_ d[M1]_ 
d[m2] -d[Md 

1 + r{x(r1x+ 1) 
r{x+I 

1 +_ii_._1'2j--X 
x r{+x 

R 

([) 

where [m;] and [M.]/(i = 1, 2) are the molar con
centrations of monomer units bound in the copoly
mer and of free monomers, respectively, ri and 
r/ are relative reactivities of the monomers, 
discussed below in detail, and R is the value of the 
three equal ratios stated in eq 1. The subscripts 1 
and 2 denote the more and less reactive monomers, 
respectively. 

The equation is used in a meaning different from 
the original one, however. The difference is ex
plained in the copolymerization scheme stated in 
Table I. 

Table I. Copolymerization scheme 

Growing chain 
radical Added 

monomer 
Alfrey, Proposed molecule 

1946 ( s, short; ) 
e, entangled 

-m1m1. s_,rn1 · M1 
M2 

"'ffi2ffi1· e-m1· M1 
M2 

-m1m2· e-m2· M1 
M2 

-m2m2· s-m2· M1 
M2 

s: r1 =k111/k112, r2=k222/k221 
e: ri' =k211/k212, rz' =k122/k121 

Rate 
constant 

km 
k112 
k211 
k212 
k121 
k122 
k221 
k222 

Three columns refer to the Alfrey scheme,1'5 ' 6 

from which the original eq 1 has been derived, and 
only the second column is proposed as a new one. 
The original eq 1 was derived under the assumption 
of constant radical concentrations. But in the 
recently developed probability approach,6 this 
assumption is no longer needed for the original or 
the proposed schemes. In the proposed scheme 
s and e stand for short and entangled chains, re-
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spectively, but these terms have here not quite the 
same meaning as the original ones in the gel effect 
theory by Cardens and O'Driscoll,7 although they 
correspond in a similar manner to two popula
tions of macromolecules at C < Cori• and C> Ccr1t, 

respectively, where C is the copolymer concentra
tion and C 0 rit is a critical value of C. In the model 
assumed here, at C < C0 rit only short, i. e., unentan
gled, macromolecules exist, whereas at C> Ccrit 

the copolymer consists of a mixture of short and 
entangled macromolecules. All deviations from 
simple copolymerization laws are referred to the 
existence of the mixture and to its higher concentra
tions. The sequence of the end units m1 and m2 in 
the growing chain radicals is the same in both 
schemes, but the sequence of short, s, and en
tangled, e, chains differs from that of the units 
preceding the end ones in the Alfrey scheme. In the 
Alfrey scheme rt' and r2 ' corresponded to chains 
in which the preceding units, whose effect was to 
be accounted for, differed from the end ones, i.e., 
to the second and third chains in the scheme. In 
a similar manner, in the proposed scheme rt' and 
r2 ' correspond to the second and third chains in the 
scheme. Therefore, the sequence of s and e in 
the proposed scheme differs from the sequence of 
the m1 and m2 units preceding the end ones in the 
Alfrey scheme. In the Alfrey scheme for chain 
radicals differing in the end units only, ri' =r1 
and r2' =r2 resulted. Equation 1 is thus transfor
med into the equation describing the simple 
copolymerization law. 

d[mi] _ d[M1] _ 1 +r1x _ R (2) 
d[m2] - d[M2] - 1 +r2/x -

In a similar manner, eq 2 results from eq 1 at C < 
C0 r1t, where C0 rit may be defined now in greater 
detail as a value of C below which the effect of 
entangled chain radicals is negligible. Therefore 
the growing chain radicals differ only in the end 
units m1 and m2, resulting thus in r1' =r1 and r2 ' = 
r2 at C<Ccr1t, which is a very vital condition in the 
proposed mathematical model. The last defini
tion of C0 rit results in eq 1 accounting for the ef
fect of end units and for one additional effect, 
that of the entangled chains, the gel effect. A 
further step is possible, however. Definition of 
C0 r1t just as a C value above which ri' =r1 and r2 ' = 
r2 no longer hold, results in the use of ri' and r2 ' 

to account for all deviations at higher conversion 
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from the simple copolymerization eq 2 with r1 
and r2 only. The last definitions of Cc,it, ri', and 
r/ do not specify any mechanism involved, and 
therefore the terms short and entangled have here 
another meaning than in paper7 : they account for 
all effects at C> Cc,it and not only for the gel ef
fect. The limitations of the original eq 1 were 
recently discussed. 8 The new eq 1 was assumed 
in the proposed mathematical model, since for the 
present state of knowledge1'4 ' 7 ' 8 more or less 
arbitrary assumptions and approximations seem 
inevitable. 7 ' 8 Experience in similar modelling2 · 9 - 16 

shows that such models fit the experimental data 
with a sufficient accuracy for a substantial improve
ment of commercial processes. A similar ap
proach has proved quite successful. 7 The ap
proach results in treating the new eq 1 as a semi
empirical one; therefore its validity must be evalu
ated in terms of the agreement of calculated and 
experimental data. Some problems related to 
the validity may be discussed theoretically, 
however. 

The Gel and Chain-Transfer Effects 
The mobility of short chains is not strongly 

affected by diffusional effects, whereas the mobility 
of chains long enough to become entangled with the 
neighboring molecules is therefore restricted. 
The decreased mobility results in a decreased rate 
of the chain termination by the biradical me
chanism, in an increased concentration of growing 
radicals, and thus in an increased copolymeriza
tion rate. A similar effect results from the in
creased branching of macromolecules due chiefly 
to chain transfer.1 The chain-transfer effect is 
especially substantial in commercial copolymeri
zations due to fresh doses of regulators added at 
higher conversion.2 Thus the Cc,it value depends 
on both entanglement and chain-transfer effects. 

The Hot-Radicals Effect 
At the start of emulsion polymerization the hot

radicals effect8 is negligible, since the number 
of monomer molecules of the order of 100 in mi
celles1 is very small in comparison with the number 
of molecules around the micelle. Therefore the 
probability of the dissipation of the hot-radical 
excess energy before utilizing it in a polymerization 
reaction is very close to unity. Latex particles are 
growing during the emulsion copolymerization, 
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reaching in the case of the butadiene-styrene 
copolymer mean molecular weights corresponding 
to some 5000 monomer units,2 i. e., to a number 
some 50 times higher than the initial number of 
monomer molecules in the micelles. During the 
steady-state period at the approximately constant 
sum of molar concentrations of both monomers, 
the total number of their molecules increases by 
some 50 times too. Therefore, with increasing 
conversion, the above probability may decrease 
significantly below unity and the hot-radical seffect 
may not be negligible any more. The effect, if 
any, will be automatically accounted for when 
Cc,it, r1', and r2' are fitted appropriately to the 
experimental data. 

The Monomer-Transport Effect 
During the steady-state period of emulsion 

polymerization the overall rate of polymerization 
is approximately constant 

v=const (3) 

due to the diffusion of monomer molecules from 
monomer droplets to the latex particles, which will 
compensate the monomer conversion. According 
to the Smith and Harkins tfo~or/ 

(4) 

where k is a constant and [M]L is the monomer 
concentration in kilomoles per 1 m3 (in SI units) 
of the latex particles in the emulsion. Therefore 
eq 3 results in 

[M]L =[Mi] +[M2] =const 

At the start of the copolymerization 

[MiJo/[M2Jo = CM1 , 0/ CM2,o 

(5) 

(6) 

where the subscript 0 denotes the initial value of 
[Mi] and CM;· The monomer i molar concentra
tion CM; in the whole emulsion in kilomoles per 
1 m3 of the emulsion, is the value directly deter
mined by chemical analysis of the emulsion. Dur
ing the steady-state period of the emulsion copoly
merization, the values of [M]L do not depend on 
the polymerization, since the conversion of mono
mers is compensated by diffusional transport from 
monomer droplets to latex particles. In the inten
sively stirred emulsion a state is established which 
is very close to an equilibrium between the mono
mers in the latex particles and in the droplets. 
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(7) 

The situation is similar during the last period of 
emulsion copolymerization, when v drops rapidly 
to 0, since there is a partial supplement of the 
monomer by transport from the droplets. Its 
rate decreases with increasing conversion, but 
simultaneously [M;]-->Ci,!i so eq 7 remains a good 
approximation. Conversions higher than the one 
corresponding to the end of the steady-state period 
may prove economically advantageous in spite of 
the decreasing v, but commercial copolymeriza
tion must be stopped at a reasonable v value. 
Therefore, deviations from eq 7 will have no signi
ficant effect on the computed data. 

The Model of Copolymerization without Dosing of 
a Monomer 
This model involves eq 1 and 7 and those which 

follow. During the copolymerization without 
dosing of a monomer 

CM1,0 + CM,,o = CM1 + CM, +([m1] +[m2D VL/ VE (8) 

where VL and VE are the total volumes of the 
latex particles and of the emulsion, respectively, 
and thus VL/VE is the volume fraction of latex 
particles in the emulsion-a factor necessary for 
the comparison of CMi with [m;] in agreement 
with their definitions. Since [m;] increases during 
the copolymerization, a decrease in CM; results 
from eq 8 even during the steady-state emulsion 
copolymerization period, when eq 5 holds. The 
decrease in CM; results in changes in [M;] according 
to eq 7, which may be rewritten as 

[M1]=CM1[M2]/CM, =CMJ(CM,) (9) 

wheref(CM,) is a function of the decreasing CM,· 
With decreasing [Mi], i.e., with the decreasing 
concentration of the more reactive monomer in 
latex particles, [M2] will increase according to eq 5 
in spite of the decreasing of CM,, which proceeds 
simultaneously with a decrease in CM1. The 
solution of the system of eq 1, 5, 8, and 9 is rather 
difficult, but eq 5 refers to the copolymerization 
kinetics only and has no effect on the copolymer 
chemical composition: the last is described by eq 1, 
where only X=[M1]/[M2] is needed, and therefore 
eq 7 or 9 may be used in the model without eq 5 
for replacing the practically inaccessible [M;] 
by CM; which is experimentally easy to determine. 
Thus, the following equations with [M;] related to 
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CM; by eq 7 or 9 were developed and included into 
the model 

Rn=R(xn), Xn=M1,./M2n=CM1,n/CJl.,,n (10) 

where n denotes the n-th conversion step, modelled 
by the n-th iteration step in the simulation process. 
Equation 10 shows that for a given set of the four 
relative reactivities, r, in eq 1, the value of the three 
equal ratios in eq 1 becomes a function only of the 
variable Xn. The function R(x,.) changes at nc,it, 
corresponding to Cc,it, when r/ =r; no longer 
holds. 

In the accepted model at each n-th step 

J[m2] VL/ VE= J CM,= pCM,, 0 =const (11) 

cM,,,.=CM,,o-nJCM, (12) 

and 

(13) 

where pis an arbitrary fraction constant during a 
set of simulation runs. In the simulation runs 
stated below p=0.001 was assumed, although at 
p=0.01 similar data was obtained. 

Equations 1, 10, and 11 result in 

J[mi]nVdVE=(JC1,11),.=RnJCM, (14) 

(15) 

n 

[m1lnVL/VE= _E (JCM1); 
j=l 

(16) 

where the symbol of difference, J, replaces the 
symbol of differential, d, in eq 1. 

Equation 11 shows that, in the accepted model, 
changes in the concentration of bound units and 
free molecules of the less reactive monomer 2 are 
constant and equal to a constant part of the initial 
concentration of the monomer 2, and therefore 
concentrations in eq 12 and 13 are simple functions 
of n. These constant increments of course, refer 
not necessarily to constant time intervals: the time 
intervals, (Jt)1, and the reaction rates, (J[md);/ 
(Jt);=(J[M2]);/(Jt);, corresponding to the copoly
merization and iteration j-th steps, may both 
change during the copolymerization, but this prob
lem is beyond the scope of the proposed model. 

The Model of Copolymerization with Dosing of 
the More Reactive Monomer 
Runs with dosing of the more reactive monomer 
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1, in this case, butadiene, were simulated in order 
to evaluate the efficiency of the dosing in main
taining the optimum chemical composition of the 
copolymer during the whole period of copolymeri
zation. 

Since, due to the dosing, the total amounts of 
monomer 1 changed during the copolymerization, 
the conversion referred in these runs to monomer 
2 and is defined as 

(17) 

and the concentration of copolymer in micelle 
particles is given as a molar ratio. 

The optimum initial composition of the mono
mer mixture was computed as the initial molar 
ratio of the more and the less reactive monomers, 
X0, from eq 20 

During the simulation of continuous dosing g=l 
and h=n, whereas during the periodical dosing 
h=n/q, where q is a natural number defining the 
periods between dosing, ('1th, in terms of the 
corresponding periods, (£1t)J, between the copoly
merization or iteration steps. 

(25) 

Thus, eq 19-25 describe 3 different methods of 
dosing of the more reactive monomer: the conti
nuous method and two different periodical 
methods. 

Starting from the models, programs in Fortran 
IV for the ICL 2903 computer were developed. 

EXAMINATION OF PUBLISHED 
RELATIVE REACTIVITIES 

(19) The r, and r2 values published for the butadi-

and 

Xo={[(l-Ro)2 +4R0r,r2J1 12 -l +Ro}/2r1 (20) 

where R0 is the initial value of R, Mi is the molec
ular weight of monomer i, and P opt is the opti
mum content of the bound less reactive monomer 
2 in the copolymer, expressed in percents based 
on weight. Since, at the start of the copolymeri
zation, r/ =ri, the computation of X 0 from eq 20 
involves the input of Mi, M2, Popt, and r1 and r2 
only. 

The rate of dosing is defined as 

Yu,h=(£1Cy1)u,hf('1th g=l, 2 (21) 

Its value is computed by two different methods for 
each h-th period of dosing 

(22) 

and 

(23) 

The values which result from eq 22 correspond to 
X 0 being restored at the start of each h-th period 
of dosing of monomer 1, whereas the values which 
result from eq 23 correspond to X0 being restored at 
the medium moment of each period, i.e., between 
the moments of dosing. The effect of dosing is 
accounted for by 

CM1,n =CM1,n-l -(JCM1),. +(£1CM)g,h (24) 
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ene-styrene system are stated in Table II. 

Ref no. 

2 

3a 
3 
3b 

5 
6 

8a 
8 
8b 
4 
7 

Table II. Examined r 1 and r 2 values 

r1 

1.20 
1.40 
1.60 
1.39 
1.48 
1.35 
1.59 
1.40 
1.80 
2.20 
1.51 
1.83 
2.15 
1.38 
1.37 
1.83 
1.20 
1.30 
1.40 
1.40 
1.40 

r2 

0.60 
0.50 
0.40 
0.78 
0.23 
0.58 
0.44 
0.70 
0.60 
0.50 
0.81 
0.65 
0.49 
0.64 
0.38 
0.65 
0.02 
0.01 
0.00 
0.38 
0.44 

Authors 

} Meehan E. J., 1946 

Lewis F. M., 1948 

} Henry-Logan K. R., 
1948 

Mitchell J. M., 1949 

} Gilbert R. D., 1952 

} Ashikari N., 1959 

} Orr R. J., 1961 

The values differ markedly even for emulsion 
copolymerizations under the same conditions. 
In cases when the authors have stated the ranges of 
the values, they were rather broad; this is especially 
evident when minimum r1 values are combined 
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with maximum r2 values (first lines in each set of 
3 lines in Table II) and vice versa (last lines in each 
set). The effect of the discrepancies on the copoly
mer composition is quite substantial, as seen in 
Figures 1 and 2 from the graphs of styrene content 
in the copolymer in percents based on weight, 
P, vs. the mean conversion, c, defined as the molar 
ratio: 

C ([mi] +[m2D VL/ V1, = CM1,o +cM,,o -(CM1~±-_c:'1,1,) 
CM1,o+cM,,o C1,11,o+cM,,o 

(26) 

The P values as a function of c were computed from 
eq 2 by the above mentioned program. 

In Figure 1 the curves are stated for mean r1 

and r2 values, denoted by the same reference 
numbers in Figure 1 and in Table II, whereas in 
Figure 2 they were stated for the r1 and r2 ranges 

JO------------------, 

5'---------'-----~---~----'--~ 
0 20 40 60 BO 100 

c(%) 

Figure 1. Styrene contents, P, vs. conversion, c, 
for mean published r1 and r2 values. 
Curves are numbered according to ref no. in Table II, 
column 1. 

JO------------------, 

20 

Jb 

15 '-----'-----'----'----------1-----' 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

c(%) 

Figure 2. Styrene contents, P, vs. conversion, c, for 
published r1 and r2 ranges. 
Curves are numbered according to ref no. in Table II, 
column 1. 
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published by some authors and denoted in a similar 
way. In view of the discrepancies a more sophisti
cated model than the one proposed seems prema
ture. 

SELECTION OF 
THE COPOLYMERIZATION-EQUATION 

PARAMETERS 

Since eq 1 is a semiempirical one, no theoretical 
considerations or independent measurements 
yield the appropriate C0,1t, r1', and r2' values; 
they must therefore be evaluated or selected by 
best fit of the resulting curves to experimental 
data. Examination of data computed for 120 sets 
of the 3 parameters has shown that the most plau
sible C0 , 1, values are in the ranges of 0.2-0.6, and 
that changes in C0 , 1, over 0.6 have no substantial 
effect on the chemical composition of the copoly
mer. Some of the data computed for r1 = 1 .40 and 
r2 =0.38 and for the initial monomer mixture 
containing 30- % styrene based on weight are stated 
in Figure 3. The effect of ri' and r2 ' on the con
tent of styrene in copolymer, P, was similar for 
other r1 and r2 ' values and for the initial styrene 
content in the monomer mixture, P 0 , equal to 25 %. 

35 

25 

curve 1 2 3 

'crit. Q2 Q2 Q6 

r.{ Q1 Q5 QI 

2 3 

-------- Cc 70 % 

2 
r.' 1 

J 4 

Figure 3. Examples of styrene content, P, as function 
of C0 ,;,, ri', and r2'. 

As shown in Figure 3, a significant effect was 
observed for r1 ' <1.5 and r2 ' <3 only. The obser
vations were accounted for in the selection of the 
3 parameters, i. e., the checked sets of the 3 
parameters covered the above ranges. 

The developed selection procedure was based on 
the least-squares method. The procedure involved 
computing of the styrene contents in copolymer, 
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P v, for a series of mean conversions, Cy, cor
responding to published data on the styrene con
tent, P,,v, for each checked set of the 3 parameters. 
The computed styrene content in the increments, 
dP,, bound in the copolymer at a moment, and 
the respective published data, dP,,,, were also 
used in the selection procedure. 

The sums, Q, of the squares of the differences 
in the computed and published data were com
puted 

u 2 w 2 
Q= I; (Py-P,,y) + I; (dP,-dP,,,) (27) 

y=l z=l 

where u and w were the numbers of the experi
mental pairs Cy-Pe,11 and Cz-dPe,z, respectively, 
used as the reference ones in the selection pro
cedure. The selection method included an ac
counting for the different reliability of the reference 
data by the corresponding stepwise excluding of 
the less reliable ones from the summation in eq 
27, yielding thus different types of Q values. 

The procedure is explained by the example of its 
tentative application, as stated in Tables III and 
IV. 

In Table III the P, and dP, values, used tenta
tively as the reference ones are stated for two 

Table III. Reference composition data 

% based C 
on weight Po 

5 70 98 

P,,u { 30 21.5 25.0 30.0 
25 17 .1 20.5 25.0 

dPe,z { 30 31.0 
25 26.5 

initial contents of styrene in the monomers mix
ture, P0• The P,,y and dP,,, values for c, =5 % 
and c.=70% were evaluated, starting from the 
published data, 17 ' 18 whereas the P,, 11 values for c,= 
98 % were assumed to be equal to the theoretical 
ones at c=100% and to coincide therefore with the 
Po values. In Table IV the best fit values are stated 
for two pairs of r 1 and r2 values, selected at r 1 ' = 
r1 and r/ =r2 by the above procedure from the 21 
pairs stated in Table II. The checked c.,1t values 
0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 cover the ranges which result from 
Figure 3, whereas C0 r1,=l.0 means just that r/= 
ri during the whole copolymerization. The 
checked r/ values cover the above ranges, but the 
ri' values were checked over wider ranges, i. e., up 
to 4.0. Combination of the checked values of the 
three parameters yields 105 sets of the three 
parameters for each of the two pairs of r 1 and r2 

values under the limiting condition of r1'?:.r/, 
which results from the higher relative reactivity of 
butadiene in the butadiene-styrene system. In 
the tentative application of the selection proce
dure three kinds of Q of different reliability, i. e., 
Q8, Q6, and Q4, were assumed, referring to all 8 
values in Table III, to all 6 values of P,,y and to 
4 values of P,, 11 at c,=5% and c,=70%, respec
tively. In all cases the Q values for c.,1,::;;0.6 
are lower than for C0 ,1t=l.0, i.e., the curves from 
the introduced r1 ' and r/ values fitted the reference 
data better. The maximum difference of 41 % was 
found for Q8 equal to 7.22 and 5.11. The mini
mum Q4, Q6, and Q8 values, corresponding to best 
fit values of the checked parameters, are stressed 
for both r1 and r2 pairs in Table IV. Here the Q 
values next to them in their low values are stated 

Table IV. Best fit values by the LSQ method• 

r1 =1.40, r2=0.38 

ri' r2' Ccrit Q4 Qe Qs ri' 
1.0 3.27 4.95 7.22 

1.0 0.5 0.6 3.73 4.70 5.34 1.0 
1.5 0.2 0.4 2.96 5.60 11.34 1.0 
2.0 1.0 0.6 3.67 4.71 5.17 1. 5 
2.5 1.0 0.6 3.54 4.76 5.11 1.5 
4.0 1.0 0.6 3.35 4.91 6.15 2.0 

• The examined values (r/;::,:r2'): 105 combinations per a ri, r2 pair 
ri': 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0. 
r2': 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0. 
Ccrit: 1.0, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2. 
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- .... ----~-·--·-----
r1 = 1.38, r2 =0.64 

r2' Ccrit Q4 Qe Qs 
1.0 11.20 12.29 14.74 

0.1 0.2 9.82 11.80 15.65 
0.2 0.2 10.41 11.87 14.48 
0.2 0.2 9.41 11. 72 16.94 
0.5 0.2 10.68 11.89 13.98 
0.5 0.2 9.91 11.45 14.60 
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for comparison of the changes in Q4, Q6, and Q8 

values within each set of the checked parameters. 
The comparison shows the importance of the esti
mation of the reliability of the reference data for 
the final selection of the three parameters. 

EFFECT OF DOSING OF THE MORE 
REACTIVE MONOMER 

The effect of the dosing is evaluated by com
parison of the copolymerization without dosage of 
butadiene with that proceeding under continuous 
or periodical dosage. The two different methods 
specified in eq 22 and 23 were used to study the 
periodical dosage. The compared data are stated 
in Table V for the five sets of the most plausible 
values of r 1, r2, ri', r2', and C0 ,1t selected from 
those stated in Table IV. 

Table V. Maximum difference, AP, 
and maximum deviation, oP, 

at optimum parameters 
in eq 1 

r1 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.38 1.38 
r2 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.64 0.64 

ri' 1.0 1.5 2.5 1.5 2.0 
r2' 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.5 0.5 

Ccrit 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.2 
No dosage { AP 6.86 6.36 6.76 5.65 5.54 
Po=30% oP 4.27 3.77 4.17 4.19 4.08 
Periodical { AP 0.99 0.38 0.80 0.41 0.82 
dosage 1 oP 1.21 0.25 1.02 0.22 0.63 
Periodical { AP 0.71 0.79 0.49 0.70 1.16 
dosage 2 oP 0.71 0.57 0.49 0.52 0.98 
Continuous { AP 0.65 0.64 0.42 0.60 1.07 
dosage oP 0.65 0.64 0.42 0.60 1.07 

The maximum difference in the styrene content, 
LlP, i. e., the difference between the maximum and 
minimum styrene content in the copolymer 
observed in each of the simulated runs up to c= 
98 %, and the absolute maximum deviation, oP, 
of the styrene content in the copolymer from its 
assumed optimum content of 25.0% were used 
as criterions for the comparison. Both criterions 
depend significantly on the above five parameters, 
but for all the five most plausible sets stated in 
Table V an important improvement in the chemi
cal homogeneity of the copolymer was found: the 
maximum improvement corresponds to the de-
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crease in LlP and oP during the periodical dosage 
1 by 17 and 15 times, respectively (column 2), and 
the minimum improvement, corresponding to the 
decrease by 5 and 4 times, respectively, was found 
in a run with continuous dosage (column 5). 
Thus, the data in Table V show that a very sub
stantial improvement in the chemical homogeneity 
of copolymer is feasible by technological means 
in high-conversion copolymerization. 
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